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Abstract. We present a pipeline for eaves tiles geometry reconstruction from
single binary image, which collected in their monotype album. This pipeline
consists of shape from shading based spatial points reconstruction, feature-
preserved point cloud smoothing for high quality models, and 3D printing
techniques to obtain the duplication of eaves tiles. Compared with other reverse
engineering methods, we reduce the high demand of original point cloud data in
modeling, efficiently reconstruct the large number of eaves tiles, and by dupli-
cating we reappear the lost culture relic face after thousands of years. We
illustrate the performance of our pipeline on Qin Dynasty eaves tiles.
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1 Introduction

As art works with unity of form and spirit, eaves tiles are the witnesses of Chinese early
multiculturalism during the period of the Qin and the Han Dynasty. With today’s
widely spread of digital archaeological technology, the need of digitalization for eaves
tiles became more and more urgent, which specifically instantiated in more efficient
data collecting, from low level to high level modeling and processing, data driven
analysis and retrieval. Compared with the 2-D information represented by images of
eaves tiles, the 3-D information represented by models are difficult to obtain but
scientifically reflect the whole picture of eaves tile system; and accompanied with the
emergence of 3D printing technology, we can easily have the mass-produced repro-
ductions of eaves tiles. Existing approaches for modeling and retrieval are either
supervised requiring manual labeling; or labeling need tags for precise definition which
are difficult obtained and thus are unsuited for analyzing large collections spanning
many thousands of models. In this paper we propose an automatic pipeline that starts
with the collection of eaves tiles’ binary image and then optimizes for modeling to best
translate the input image collection. As output, the pipeline produces a cluster of eaves
tile models. We demonstrate our main contributions as follows: first, in order to obtain
smooth convex edge and multilayer slice of the model, we implement image blurring
on binary images, after that we can do linear interpolation by the gray information
between the original image and what we called negative image, which generated for
ground floor of eaves tiles model; second, we repair the generated models by L1-norm
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based point cloud smoothing, further we propose an approach of constrained texture
mapping by photograph of existed eaves tiles to strengthen the realism of the recon-
struction results; at last, we duplicate the models by using the advanced 3D printing
techniques. At the end of our work, we show the 3D printing object of eaves tile
models which can only be found in museum nowadays.

The key technique in our pipeline is the Shape From Shading methods. All SFS
based modeling methods are devised in terms of partial differential equations of the first
order, the unknown of the problem being the depth function, which describes the height
of each point in the scene. Classical methods of resolution such as: characteristic strips
method [1]; level sets method [2]; search for viscosity solutions, through finite dif-
ferences schemes [3, 4] or semi-Lagrangian schemes [5], or through the use of the fast
marching algorithm [6]; resolution of an equivalent optimal control problem [7–9]. The
common shortage of the above methods is that the problem is not well-posed in the
absence of boundary conditions [10] even though they supposed to be regular. In order
to render the problem well-posed, it is usual to add some priori knowledge on the depth
function or on its gradient such as a less arbitrary boundary condition applied to real
images [11]. In our scenario, the boundary condition is determined by the thickness of
eave tiles, these parameters can be found in archaeological report, which bring us
convenient on algorithm design and also accurate modeling results.

2 Model Reconstruction

2.1 Image Pre-processing

In order to figure out the target image from the real tile ends image. We need to
segmentation the image. Thresholding-based image segmentation is a well-known
technique that is used in a broad range of applications. We used a median-based
extension method to segment the tile ends image.

Let x ¼ x1; x2; . . .; xNf g be the gray levels of the pixels of a tile ends image I. We
choose one threshold t yields two classes C1 tð Þ ¼ x : 0� x� tf g and C2 tð Þ ¼
x : t þ 1� x� Tf g, where T is the maximum gray level. A generalized formula to

partition image into tow classes can be defined as follows:

r2B tð Þ ¼ argmin
t

x1 tð ÞV1 tð Þ þ x2 tð ÞV2 tð Þf g ð1Þ

Where we have

x1 tð Þ ¼ Pt
x¼0

h xð Þ

x2 tð Þ ¼ PT
x¼tþ1

h xð Þ ¼ 1� x1 tð Þ

8>><
>>:

ð2Þ

And
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V1 tð Þ ¼ 1
x1 tð Þ

Pt
x¼0

h xð Þjj x� m1 tð Þð Þjjb

V2 tð Þ ¼ 1
x2 tð Þ

Pt
x¼tþ1

h xð Þjj x� m2 tð Þð Þjjb

8>><
>>:

ð3Þ

Where || . || is the norm symbol. Using this formulation, we get each class using the
Laplacian distribution and by using the median for obtaining optimal thresholds when
class-conditional distributions are skewed or contaminated by outliers. Figure 1 shows
the gray histogram and the result of segmentation and binaryzation of eaves tiles
monotype.

2.2 SFS Methods

We use classical SFS method based on reflectance function to the first order at each
point in the segmented image for modeling by following steps:

Gives the following system of equations:

r
ui;j � ui�1;j

d
;
ui;j � ui;j�1

d

� �
¼ Ii;j for i; jð Þ 2 D ð4Þ

Developing to the first order in ui;j and denoting ucuri;j the current estimate of height
ui;j and unewi;j a refinement, Eq. (4) becomes:

rcuri;j þ unewi;j � ucuri;j

� �
@r=@pð Þcuri;j þ @r=@qð Þcuri;j

h i
¼ Ii;j for i; jð Þ 2 D ð5Þ

Because there is no guarantee that the denominator in Eq. (5) will not vanish, we
put forward the following modification:

unewi;j ¼ ucuri;j � Kcur
i;j rcuri;j � Ii;j

� �
for i; jð Þ 2 D ð6Þ

In experiment we take the stopping criterion consists in fixing the value of kmax = 2,
and make 5 times iteration to stop. Figure 2 shows the reconstruction result of Qin
Dynasty eaves tiles by SFS method.

Fig. 1. Segmentation and binaryzation result of eaves tiles monotype.
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3 Point Cloud Smoothing

Lipman [12] propose a parameterization-free local projection operator for surface
approximation from point-set data. Given the data point-set P ¼ pj

� �
j2J� R3, LOP

projects an arbitrary point-set X 0ð Þ ¼ x 0ð Þ
i

n o
i2I
2 R3 onto the set P, where I, J denote

the indices sets. The set of projected points Q ¼ qif gi2I be defined such that it mini-
mizes the sum of weighted distances to points of P, with respect to radial weights
centered at the same set of points Q. This framework induces the definition of the
desired points Q as the fixed point solution of the equation:

Q ¼ G Qð Þ ð7Þ

Where

G Cð Þ ¼ argminX¼ xif gi2I E1 X;P;Cð Þ þ E2 X;Cð Þf g
E1 X;P;Cð Þ ¼

X
i2I

X
j2J jjxi � pjjjh jjci � pjjj

� �

E2 X;Cð Þ ¼
X

i0 2Iki0
X

i2In i0f gg jjxi0 � cijj
� �

h jjci0 � cijj
� � ð8Þ

Here hðrÞ is a fast-decreasing smooth weight function with compact support radius
h defining the size of the influence radius, gðrÞ is another decreasing function penal-
izing xi which get too close to other points, and fkigi2I are balancing terms. If the
distance between two points are very close, the above method will have a lot of overlap
in k neighborhood which caused those two mid-values of L1 defined by k neighborhood
is likely to be the same one. We use Alexa’s method [13] to avoid the mid-value of L1
local clustering, by calculating the convexity-preserved interpolation in point cloud
data to achieve the effect of the approximation as Fig. 3:

�piðxÞ ¼ x� ðni � ðx� piÞÞni ð9Þ

Use Eq. (8) into point cloud smoothing method, we define that:

Fig. 2. Reconstruction of 9233 vertices model by SFS.
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E0
1ðX;P;CÞ ¼

X
i2I

X
j2J

jjxi � �pjðciÞjj � hðjjci � pjjjÞ ð10Þ

After the smoothing procedure above, we obtain the high quality models of eaves
tiles, Fig. 4 shows our experiment result, and we take photograph as the mapping
texture, result see in Fig. 5.

4 3D Printing

3D printing is any of various processes to make a three-dimensional object. In 3D
printing, additive processes are used, in which successive layers of material are laid
down under computer control. These objects can be of almost any shape or geometry,
and are produced from a 3D model or other electronic data source. The current 3D
printing technology has been widely used in the protection of cultural heritage, com-
pared to traditional methods of rolling over, 3D printing technology can directly for
nondestructive copy of 3D digital model to realize the cultural relics.

Fig. 3. Predictive value of the position and the convexity schematic diagram.

Fig. 4. Compared with Fig. 2, the model has been smoothed after convexity-preserved
interpolation, 13786 vertices.

Fig. 5. The photo texture mapping result after triangulation.
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Before the printing the pieces of cultural relics, we need make sure that the surface
of digital model is closed. so we need to use hole filling algorithm to repair the
existence holes of model. In the processing of 3D printing, first step is make processed
3D model into rapid prototyping software. The second step is adjusting the size of the
model, setting parameters such as the strength of the slice thickness and material and
generated a file type which can be recognized by rapid prototyping equipment. The last
is printing model by 3D printing machine and remove unnecessary support material
and polishing the physical model, then, do some post-processing to complete the
imitation of tile ends.

The 3D printer’s parameters in our experiment are as follow: layer thickness
0.1 mm, shell binder/volume ratio 0.275486, binder/volume ratio core 0.137743, max
top thickness 5.08 mm, min top thickness 2.54 mm, wall thickness 3.175 mm, distance
between walls by X/Y 12.7 mm, base grid thickness 6.35 mm. Table 1 shows the bleed
compensation and anisotropic scaling parameters on three coordinate axis (Fig. 6).

5 Conclusions

Due to the consideration of cultural heritage protection, typical methods of reverse
engineering for eave tiles reconstruction is not allowed, the image-based modeling is a
very efficient and feasible way to rebuild the entity of eave tiles. In this paper, We
proposed a method of 3D reconstruction based on single image with gray scale
information. Core idea is based on gray scale information of image to calculate each
pixel surface normal vector and depth information to rebuild the 3D model. All in all,
from the perspective of the research trends of visual development at abroad, SFS
method is still a very young field, although in those years based on the research of the
3D prototype of single image reconstruction, both from visual mechanism and practical
application of existing technology has obvious deficiencies, we need continue study in
this field. In the future, we will improve the efficiency. Using 3D printing technology,

Table 1. The bleed compensation and anisotropic scaling parameters on coordinate axis.

Parameters X axis Y axis Z axis

Bleed compensation (mm) 0.14224 0.12954 0.09906
Anisotropic scaling 1 1 1

Fig. 6. The 3D printer and printed material object in our experiment.
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we product the replica of tile ends in the Qin and Han Dynasty, that is big step for
culture heritage protection, especially in tile ends in the Qin and Han Dynasty filed.
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